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Finding an Estimate of Annual Openings:  

Annual openings are often an estimate generated through local and state statistics as well as listed 

opening across several job seeker sites. Let’s explore the resources we have to get a good idea of 

how common a specific occupation is in your area. 

1. Go to the website, www.MyNextMove.org  

2. Using the home screen of MyNextMove, (picture 1) enter your occupation in the green 

“Search careers with key words” feature. You may enter an occupation title or the 

occupation code.  

 

(Picture 1) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mynextmove.org/
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3. Click on the “Search” button.  

4. A new screen displaying the occupation previously entered should appear at the top of the 

page following by a detailed description of the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to be 

successful in this occupation. In the sample, (picture 2) the code 17-3027 for Mechanical 

Engineering Technician has been entered.  

 

(Picture 2)  
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5. Read the occupation description completely. Highlight or note any mastered areas due to 

past training or experience. Give to your Navigator. 

6. Locate the “Job Outlook” feature (picture 3) in the bottom center of the window. 

(Picture 3) 

This feature shows, at a glance, the occupation’s 

expected growth or decline nationwide. This is 

represented through a sunshine icon meaning 

growth is anticipated, a partly cloudy icon meaning 

job frequency is expected to remain the same, and 

grey cloud icon meaning job frequency is expected 

to decline. The average annual national salary is also 

displayed. On most—but not all—occupations, 

users may search local and state salary information.  

 

 

7. When available, select the “Local Salary Info” button in the “Job Outlook” feature. This 

selection will prompt you to enter a zip code. Enter your zip code. (It is not necessary to also 

enter the state. If you enter a zip code, the system will accurately identify the state.)  

8. A wage table will populate the screen. You may select annual or hourly wage rates. 

(Picture 4)         

Blue bars always 

represent national 

averages, while red 

bars represent local 

salary information.  

If no red bar is 

displayed, that is an 

indication that no 

known jobs in this 

occupation are located 

within the provided 

zip code. Consider 

how far you are 

willing to travel and 

repeat your search 

with zip codes 

representing those 

areas. 
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Sometimes, more information is needed beyond the tool, MyNextMove. To continue your research 

of a specific occupation, use the Bureau of Labor Statistics website.  

1. Go to https://www.bls.gov/oes/home.htm  

----or---- 

If you are still on the MyNextMove site, (picture 5) you may click on the hyperlink located in 

the left side bar of the wage graph, in the “About this data” box. 

 

 (Picture 5) 

 

2. Clicking on the MyNextMove hyperlink, or visiting the Bureau of Labor Statistics site should 

take you to the “Occupational Employment Statistics” page.  

3. Locate the “OES Data” tab.  

4. Click on the hyperlink, “Occupational Profiles.” (picture 6) 

5. This will load a page that has a list of major groups. It is useful to have the occupational code 

associated with the occupation you are searching. If you do not know the code, ask your Navigator to provide 

it OR return to MyNextMove, navigate to the knowledge, skills and abilities description page for your 

chosen occupation, and locate the hyperlink, “See more details at O’Net Online” at the very bottom 

of the description. This will load a summary page that provides the corresponding code immediately in front of 

the occupation title. 

 

 

 

https://www.bls.gov/oes/home.htm
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(Picture 6)  

 

6. Use the first two numerals of your occupation code to select the major group. Click on the 

hyperlink.  

7. The next page guides you to locate the specific occupation using the remaining 4-numerals 

in occupation code.  

 

(Picture 7) 
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8. The page that loads should indicate that you are on the “Occupational Employment and 

Wages” page. Note key information at the top of this page which includes a date indicating 

the last time the information was updated, the occupation code, and the title of the 

occupation. Confirm that you have navigated to the correct occupation. 

9. Scroll through the information until you locate a series of maps (picture 8). Each map is 

interactive and will provide additional statistics when you use the mouse to hover over a 

color-coded area. 

 

(Picture 8) 

 
 

Several maps provide state wide information, however there are three maps which 

represent areas within each state regarding: (1) employment of x by area, (2) location 

quotient by area [which is a ratio of the number of total employed individuals divided by the 

total of individuals employed in x occupation], and the (3) annual mean wage of x 

occupation by area. Hover over a colored area on each map and specific data (i.e. 

employment total, annual wage, number per 1000 employed in x occupation) will pop up in a 

side box.  

10. Use this information to determine the availability of an occupation in a given area. 

While neither of these search options provide a specific number of annual openings in a given area, 

both do provide an idea of the typical wage and frequency of x occupation in an area. Use this 

information to determine if a specific occupation is a good fit for your needs! 

Overall goal of the Pathways’ Career Exploration Activity: To develop ownership of a career 

selection through informed decisions based on facts using knowledge of available occupations and 

businesses in areas. Plan your reasonable travel distances, be aware of typical wage rates, and 

anticipate competition for occupational opportunities. 


